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Abstract— A technique is proposed to interrogate a distributed 
photonic sensor composed of seven standard fiber Bragg gratings 
in cascade. A microwave-modulated optical signal is launched 
into a FBG cascade and subsequently undergoes dispersion in 
standard single-mode fiber, so that the different Bragg 
wavelengths are mapped into the radio-frequency (RF) delays 
that determine the peaks in the electrical impulse response of the 
optical link. Shifts in Bragg wavelengths have been determined 
from the shifts in the impulse response’s peaks by recording the 
link’s RF response in the range dc-20 GHz using a Vector 
Network Analyzer (VNA), and then performing its inverse 
Fourier transform. A resolution of 14 pm is experimentally 
demonstrated after zero-padding the VNA traces.  
Index Terms—Optical fiber sensors, Bragg gratings, 
Microwave Photonics, analog optical links. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Optical fiber sensors continue to attract attention due to not 
only the low loss, lightweight and immunity to electro-
magnetic interference of the optical fiber [1], but also to the 
possibility of implementing distributed [2,3,4] and 
multiplexed sensing. In multiplexed sensors, also known as 
quasi-distributed sensors, a number of discrete sensors, such 
as interferometers [5] or fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) [6], are 
cascaded along a single fiber. Both optical time-domain 
(OTDR) [7] and frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR) [8] 
can be used to interrogate these serial discrete sensing 
elements. In OTDR, an optical pulse is launched into the 
sensor to resolve spatially the reflectivity along the fiber as a 
function of the arrival time. This procedure thus relies on the 
determination of the system’s electrical impulse response. The 
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OFDR techniques, in turn, can be grouped as coherent or 
incoherent [8]. Incoherent OFDR is based on the capture of 
the system’s electrical frequency response and subsequent 
computation of the electrical impulse response by inverse 
Fourier transformation (IFT), whereas in coherent OFDR the 
reflectrometric trace is obtained as the IFT of an optical 
interference signal between reference and reflector when 
scanned by swept laser source. 
On the other hand, FBGs are widely used as point or quasi-
distributed sensors due to its versatile and mature fabrication 
technology. Long, high-reflectivity FBGs have been used to 
detect hot spots [6], and a temperature sensor based on a 10-
cm long continuous weak FBG has been reported [4]. In 
addition, in [3] it was presented a multiplexed sensor based on 
cascading weak FBGs, a scheme that does not require the 
difficult fabrication of long, continuous weak FBGs. 
In this paper, we use a multiplexed FBG sensor composed 
of seven FBGs written in cascade where, in contrast to [3], the 
gratings are standard, not weak. The Bragg wavelength shift 
under environmental changes constitutes the sensing principle, 
and the proposed interrogation method can be viewed as a 
modification of the incoherent OFDR technique. The FBG 
peak reflection wavelengths are mapped into radio-frequency 
(RF) delays by use of a dispersive delay line, here 
implemented with a single-mode fiber line, and these delays 
determined from the IFT of the system’s electrical frequency 
response. To illustrate the flexibility of the proposed concept 
further, neither the differences between the Bragg wavelengths 
of adjacent FBGs in the cascade, nor their shapes, widths, or 
reflected power, are uniform. As will be shown in this paper, 
even in this general scenario the wavelength to radio-
frequency delay mapping technique together with numerical 
post processing of the retrieved frequency-domain traces allow 
for an effective interrogation of the multiplexed FBG sensor. 
II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE 
The setup used to interrogate the sensor, considered here as 
the device under test (DUT), is depicted in Fig. 1. It is based 
on the measurement of the electrical frequency response H(ω), 
or scattering parameter S21(ω), relating the output and input 
RF signals, as measured by a vector network analyzer (VNA), 
when the DUT is considered as an optical transmission 
system.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup used to measure the system’s electrical frequency response and principle of operation. After heating or stretching one of 
the FBGs, its Bragg wavelength shifts. This wavelength shift is transformed by the dispersive delay line into a time delay shift in the corresponding peak of the 
electrical impulse response, as shown with a red arrow. 
The output power of a C-band broadband optical source 
(BBS), implemented here by use of a SLED, is modulated by 
an electro-optic modulator (EOM) by the RF signal from the 
VNA output port. This optical signal is then launched into the 
DUT by means of a circulator. In the DUT, different spectral 
slices of the modulated BBS are reflected by the FBGs and 
routed to a dispersive element composed of 6.83 km of single 
mode fiber (SMF). This dispersive element is used to map the 
Bragg wavelengths of the individual FBGs into electrical 
delays of the RF modulating waveforms, so that shifts in 
Bragg wavelength due to temperature or strain induce group 
delay shifts. After photodetection (PD) the RF signal is 
directed to the VNA input port and the electrical response of 
the system is measured as function of the input RF tone, ω. 












= ∑                               (1) 
where N is the number of FBGs or samples, ak > 0 is the 
sample weight, proportional to the FBG reflectivity and thus 
positive, and τk is the sample delay, which is given by the 
group delay τ(λ) experienced by the k-th Bragg wavelength, τk 
= τ (λBk), in the SMF dispersive delay line. The frequency 
response (1) is thus the superposition of N oscillations in 
frequency, and the sample delays, which determine the 
corresponding Bragg wavelengths, can be extracted by an IFT. 
VNA traces provide a discrete version of the amplitude and 
phase of function H(ω) in a range of positive frequencies 
Denoting the scanning frequency interval as 0 < ω < 2πB, with 














= −∑  (2) 
where sinc(x)=sin(πx)/(πx) and the delays can be determined 
from the N peak positions of the sinc pulses in the amplitude 
of the impulse response. The peaks or pulses are assumed 
isolated from each other so that their overlap is negligible. We 
also point out that (2) is a complex impulse response obtained 
by IFT from the raw VNA traces in the single-sided, positive-
frequency range. As a response in the electrical domain that 
compares input and output voltage waveforms, the link’s true 
electrical impulse response is a real quantity, which can be 
retrieved from VNA data through IFT after the extension to 
negative frequencies by use of the hermiticity condition H(−ω) 
= H(ω)*.  However, this extension would require doubling the 
initial data string with the subsequent numerical effort, and is 
not necessary in the present method since the delays can be 
determined directly from (2).  
From τk = τ (λBk), a temperature or strain measurement 
method can be built by comparing the delays 0 0( )k Bkτ τ λ=  
when the DUT is in a reference position, free of strain and at a 
given temperature, with the impulse response when one or 
several FBGs undergo a shift in Bragg wavelength due to a 
temperature or strain change, 0( )k Bk Bkτ τ λ λ= + ∆ . Delay shifts 
kτ∆ =  
0














where D(λ) is the fiber’s dispersion at wavelength λ and L the 
fiber length. Then, only the FBG temperature/strain coefficient 
is needed to turn this Bragg wavelength shift into a 
temperature or strain shift.  
In (3) we have neglected second-order dispersion effects in 
the delay shifts induced by wavelength shifts. In our 6.83-km 
SMF coil, typical shifts of ΔλBk ~ 1 nm induce variations 
|D(λBk + ΔλBk ) - D(λBk)|L = S(λBk)L  < 0.4 ps/nm with respect 
to D(λBk)L ~ 116 ps/nm, which implies a relative accuracy of ~ 
0.4/116 ~ 4×10-3 in the determination of ΔλBk. For ΔλBk ~ 1 
nm, higher-order dispersion corrections to (3) are to be taken 
into account for target resolutions ≤ 4 pm, otherwise they can 
be neglected as is the case in our experiments. 
When the IFT is calculated from discrete data H[ωn], it is 
known [9] that the difference ∆t = tn+1−tn between sampling 
instants in the retrieved impulse response hB[tn] is given by the 
inverse of the frequency span of the initial data, H[ωn]. If the 
single-sided raw data from the VNA are used in the IFT, then 
∆t =1/B. However, this procedure cannot determine accurately 
the position of the delays in hB(t) since, as given by (2), they 
are embedded in a sinc peak of width between zeroes equal to 
2/B. The standard numerical method to interpolate the discrete 
hB[tn] trace in order to clearly resolve the peaks, consists in 
numerically enlarging the bandwidth to B´>B by adding zeroes 
to the initial data H[ωn], a procedure that is referred to as zero 
padding. The difference between sampling points in the trace 
BBS EOM
SMF
λ1 λ2 λn-1 λn
t t
VNA
. . . 
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hB[t´n] so obtained is reduced by the ratio of bandwidths F= 
B´/B, i.e., ∆t´ = 1/B´ = ∆t /F.  
 
Fig. 2. Simulation of two impulse response measurements in a FBG. Blue 
traces: reference position, red traces: after variation of the Bragg wavelength. 
a): without zero padding. b): with zero padding. The dots are the values 
without zero padding (same as on a)), plotted for comparison.  
As is well-known in digital signal processing [9], if zero 
padding is used to estimate the Fourier transform of a number 
of sinusoids such as (1), the resolution is ascribed to the width 
of the smallest spectral line, i.e., to the width 2/B of the sinc 
peak in (2). In this regard, it is clear that zero padding does not 
increase resolution, just interpolates the Fourier transform. In 
our case, however, the sensor resolution is ascribed to the 
ability to determine the peak positions in time and is given by 
∆t´=1/(2B´). Therefore, zero padding allows for an increase of 
resolution without an increase in measurement bandwidth. 
Conversely, zero padding can be used to reduce the 
measurement bandwidth B for a given resolution ∆t, by 
compensating the decrease in bandwidth with a higher factor 
F. 
In Fig. 2 we present an example of the proposed procedure, 
where simulated data are used to determine the delay τk in the 
impulse response associated to a single FBG when the 
reflector is in a reference position (blue trace) or heated (red), 
resulting in a small variation of the peak’s center. In the left 
hand side, simulated data (10001 points) in a bandwidth B = 2 
GHz result in temporal traces with sampling step ∆t =1/B = 
0.5 ns, unable to resolve the temperature change. By contrast, 
in the right side the data trace was zero-padded to one million 
points, thus increasing the effective bandwidth by a factor 
F=100 up to 200 GHz. After IFT, the impulse response trace is 
sampled at ∆t´ = 5 ps, revealing the structure of the sinc pulse. 
In this situation, the temperature change can be clearly 
resolved. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 
As mentioned above, the DUT consisted on seven FBGs at 
different Bragg wavelengths. The widths and shapes of the 
reflected spectrum were also different, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
variations in reflected power are caused by the use of a SLED 
with non-uniform spectral power. Electrical measurements 
were performed following the scheme in Fig. 1 in a bandwidth 
B = 20 GHz. Due to the small length (6.83 km) of SMF no 
carrier suppression effects were observed within this 
frequency span. In any case, carrier suppression amounts to 
low-pass filtering the electrical response (1), and thus induce 
an additional widening of the peaks in the impulse response 
(2), but does not change their positions. The proposed method 
is expected to tolerate situations with moderate carrier 
suppression, or other low-pass filtering effects such as 
moderate limitations in modulation or detection bandwidths.  
 
Fig. 3. Reflected spectrum of the seven FBGs.  
The measurements were performed by scanning the 
system’s 20-GHz electrical response with 32000 data points at 
an intermediate-frequency bandwidth of 1 kHz. The scanning 
or acquisition time is ~20 s. At the same time, the optical 
spectrum reflected by the FBGs was monitored in an optical 
spectrum analyzer (OSA) in order to have a comparative 
measurement of the shifts in Bragg wavelengths, which were 
induced by heating the DUT at different positions. In Fig. 4 
we show the shifts observed in the OSA when the FBG at 
1540.6 nm was heated. The reference FBG position is 
determined by a Bragg wavelength of 1540.6067 nm at room 
temperature, which shifts by 0.5711 nm to a final Bragg 
wavelength of 1541.1778 nm.  
The system’s electrical frequency response was captured 
simultaneously. A zoom view of the power response at ~6 
GHz is shown in Fig. 5, where the traces show a typical wavy 
























































form due to the composition of seven oscillations. Afterwards, 
the impulse responses were computed before and after heating 
by use of the IFT once zero-padding the raw traces to one 
million points. This gives an effective bandwidth B´= 625 
GHz or a temporal resolution in the impulse response ∆t´= 1.6 
ps. From (3), and using a typical value of dispersion D = 17 
ps/nm·km, the system’s wavelength shift resolution in these 
experiments is ∆λΒ = 14 pm. 
 
Fig. 4.  Bragg wavelength shift in the FBG at 1540.6 nm measured with the 
OSA. Blue trace: reference position; red trace: FBG heated.  
 
Fig. 5. Zoom view of the spectrum of the system when the DUT is under a 
temperature shift (red trace) and when it is not (blue trace). 
The impulse response, centered at the peak generated by the 
heated FBG, is shown in Fig. 6. The time axis does not 
correspond to the true delays experienced by the microwave 
signal in the SMF line since it is aliased due to the large 
frequency step used in the VNA measurements (∆f =20 GHz / 
32000 = 625 kHz). Since the present method is based on 
relative time measurements, this fact does not affect its 
performance.  
It can be observed that the impulse response’s peaks 
corresponding to the two situations arrive at different times: 
the blue trace (not heated) has its maximum at 479.202 ns, 
whereas the maximum of the red trace (heated) is at 479.267 
ns. After (3), and using a measured dispersion at the Bragg 
wavelength equal to 16.9036 ps/nm·km, we obtain a Bragg 
wavelength shift of 0.5631 nm. The difference with the OSA 
measurement is as low as 8.0 pm, under the expected 
resolution of the present implementation of the method. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Peak in the system’s impulse response generated by the FBG at 1540.6 
nm at the reference position (blue trace) and when it is heated (red trace).  
 
Fig. 7. Peaks in the system’s impulse response generated by the FBG at 
1531.3 nm at the reference position (blue trace) and when it is heated (red 
trace).  
Different FBGs were heated in order to show that their 
shape or reflected power have no influence in the interrogation 
method. The results of one of these measurements, performed 
with the same set of parameters, has been depicted in Fig. 7. 
The measured displacement in Bragg wavelength from the 
OSA was 0.5021 nm, whereas the outcome of the analysis of 
the impulse response provides a shift of is 0.4972 nm, using D 
= 16.5067 ps/nm·km at the Bragg wavelength. The difference 
of 4.9 pm is again under the expected resolution.  








































































Finally, we show that zero padding allows for reducing the 
measurement bandwidth B without degradation in resolution.  
To show this, we low-pass filtered the 32000 points of the raw 
VNA data for the initial bandwidth B=20 GHz to the first 8000 
points lying in the range below 5 GHz. After truncation, we 
add zeros after the data points before the IFT computation in 
two different configurations. The resulting string lengths were 
100000 (effective bandwidth B´= 62.5 GHz) and one million 
(B´= 625 GHz). In the first case, we get impulse responses 
from 5-GHz data with lower resolution (∆t´ = 16 ps), whereas 
in the second case we have an equivalent as before (∆t´=1.6 
ps). The four traces are shown in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. Peaks in the system’s impulse response generated by the FBG whose 
Bragg wavelength is 1540.6 nm with different impulse response resolution or 
temporal separation (crosses = 16 ps, dots = 1.6 ps) when the FBG is at the 
reference temperature (blue) and after heating (red). The high-resolution 
traces in dots are depicted as continuous curves. The IFT is computed by zero-
padding the frequency response to one million points (dots) or 100000 points 
(crosses). 
Comparison of Figs. 8 and 6 shows that the peak width has 
been enlarged by a factor of four due to the decrease in 
measurement bandwidth. Despite this fact, when the 5-GHz 
VNA data is zero-padded up to one million points, we 
obtained the same value of the difference (8 pm) as with the 
original 32000 points, 20-GHz trace in Fig. 6. This is because 
the resolution in the peak determination depends on the 
sampling step Δt´ and not to the peak’s width. On the other 
hand, the Bragg wavelength shift measured after zero-padding 
up to only 100000 points is 0.5546 nm, which represents a 
difference of 16.5 pm with the measured trace with the OSA. 
This increment is due to the tenfold increase in sampling step. 
It is thus apparent that zero padding is a powerful tool that 
allows not only for a reduction of the measurement bandwidth, 
but also for reaching compromises between resolution and 
processing time through the decrease in the dimensionality of 
the zero-padded signal. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a wavelength to radio-frequency delay mapping 
interrogation method of FBGs in cascade for its use as quasi-
distributed temperature/strain sensors has been proposed and 
experimentally demonstrated. The principle uses Microwave 
Photonics techniques to map wavelength shifts into group 
delay shifts in the impulse response of a fiber optics link. The 
measurement is performed in the frequency domain by a 
VNA, and then the response translated to the time domain by 
numerical computation of the IFT. The scale for wavelength to 
delay conversion is determined by the total link’s dispersion. 
The technique has been experimentally investigated in a 
cascade of seven FBGs with unequal reflected power and 
Bragg wavelength separation.  
The resolution in the measurement of the Bragg wavelength 
is 14 pm, and is determined by the total dispersion used, the 
zero padding length of the raw VNA data, and its RF 
bandwidth. In principle, this resolution could be improved by 
enlarging the zero padding length up to a certain limit without 
requiring corrections of the linear relationship (3) (limit of 4 
pm for a 1 nm of Bragg wavelength shift as stated in section 
II). Below this limit, an increase of resolution, a larger Bragg 
wavelength shift or both would require to take into account 
higher-order dispersion corrections to (3), and evaluate 
limitations due to overlapping of the impulse response peaks 
in (2). Besides, we have shown that, for a given resolution, the 
total RF measurement bandwidth required to implement the 
technique is scalable. Despite the increase in the peak’s width, 
feasible wavelength shifts have been measured when the RF 
bandwidth is reduced from 20 to 5 GHz, thus avoiding the use 
of broadband microwave components. The method also shows 
an additional compromise between IFT processing time and 
resolution, through the length of the zero-padded signals. 
Finally, for a given processing effort, i.e., for a given temporal 
resolution in the impulse response ∆t’, the resolution can also 
be improved simply by enlarging the total dispersion in (3). 
Although the cost of the equipment used, mainly the VNA, 
is important, its operational bandwidth could be reduced (for 
20 to 5 GHz), or it could even be directly replaced by a 
tunable electrical oscillator and a dedicated digital signal 
processor to perform the same kind of measurements. Besides 
the flexibility, as exemplified in the above tradeoffs, the 
advantage over conventional approaches is that our proposed 
scheme does not require a tunable laser or an optical tunable 
receiver. To conclude, we point out that the same principle of 
operation can be used with cascaded FBG sensors where the 
gratings have the same Bragg wavelength and/or with a 
constant spectral separation between adjacent gratings. 
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